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Explanatory Memorandum 

Introduction 

Energy has always played an important role in the development of the Community; indeed 
two out of the. three founding Treaties of the Community focused on ·energy. ·The vital 
importance of .energy for the economic and social well-being' and security of a modern. 
industrialised economy was brought 'home again by· the two oil shocks in 1973/74 and 

' 1979/80 which had far reaching structural economic effects particularly on the energy sectors ' 
of the Member States. M~sures to ensure a coordinated response to external shocks were 
put· in place and there ·was a greater cooperation on energy matters at Community level but · 
theJailure to establish a comprehensive Community- energy policy resulted in each of'the· 
·Member States adopting its own solutions to its energy supply and demand situ~tion. The 
Community is still living with this situation in the energy sector and it still has tp be 
reconciled. with advances in the political and economic integration of the Community. 

' 
Policy Developments 

2. A number of developments in the Community, as well as external forces such as globalisation 
of the world economy deserve p:irticular attention in an evaluation of the prdent situation 
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'with respect toa Community energy policy. Iri the mid:-1980's, the Community through the 
Single Act set about the creation of a vast single market in which energy must be included. 
Indeed; the establishment of an internal energy market and its smooth functioning is an 
essential element for .the success of the internal market and for the attainment of the 

· Community's general economic objectives. 

More recently, the Treaty of the European Union (TEU) gave new responsibilities to the 
Community bf which the objeCtive of greater economic and political union and in particular 
the establishment of Economic and Monetary Union_ (EMU) is of particular importance. In 
the process of economic convergence which is essential for achieving_EMU, energy, due to 
its strategic nature and indispensable character for economic growth_ and welfare, will 'need 
to play ari important role~ The TEU also recognised that environmental considerations which 
had emerged at the top' of the political 'agenda in response to increasing concerns of the 
general public need to be integrated into the economic and social development of the 
·community. Energy, which is a key factor in the· achievement of sustainable. development, 

'cannot be treated as a residual if all the environmental challenges both local and global are 
to .be met. As regards the contribution energy can make to the Community's. overall 
competitiveness~ the Treaty, in particular Article 130(3), enables ~he Community to propose 

·measures that will contribute to supporting the competitiveness of the Community's industry. 
This provision, particularly in view of the proper working of the Community's in~eri:lal} 
energy market, has important implications for the design and jmplementat1on of a Community . · 
energy policy framework. '' ' ' ' ' 

Finally, the Community is, developing in a world that is becoming more and more int~rlinked 
and interdependent, particularly after the e!ld of the cold war. The Community has developed 
important iqternational responsibilities, particularly through its network of bilateral and 
multilateral agreements. Nevertheless, it needs to give more attention to the· energy aspect of 
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its external relations if it is to fi!ld solutions to problems stemming from its large and growing 
external energy dependency and the fact that many energy issues, particularly those related -
to the environment,. have an· international dimension. · · 

Justifictition for Prwosal 

In this context the Commission felt that it was necessary, and urgent, to relaunch the debate 
on the possible future shape of a Community Energy Policy. The publication of the Green . 
Paper "For A European Union Energy Policy" at the beginning of 1995 launched ·an 
. intensive debate with all concerned actors in the energy sector, other Community Institutions 
and the Member States on this .subject. On the basis of the results of this debate, the 
Commission adopted the White Paper "An Energy Policy for the European-Union" on 13 
December 1995 which represents an important milestone in the development of an energy 
policy framework at the Community level. This White Paper presents the Commission's 

. views oil how energy policy at the Community level should develop. The White Paper sets 
out detailed arguments on why putting in place a Community energy policy framework is 
necessary if overall Community objectives are to be achieved. The aims of the attached 
proposal is to set out broadly-based Community energy objectives, to establish a framework 
for cooperation around these agreed energy objectives. This position is supported by the 
Resolution of the Energy Council of 7 May 1996 on the White Paper which "considers that 
the agreed common energy objectives identified in the Resolution on the Green Paper shou~d 
be implemented at Comm·unity level and invites the Commission to put in place a process of· 
cooperation between the Community and Member States in order to ensure that Community 
and national energy policies are compatible with these objectives". · 

Arguments for a more coherent appt:oach to ·energy policy at the Community l~vel were also 
advanced in the Commission's report to the IGC on Civil Protection, Tourism and Energy 
(SEC(96)496 final). This report underlined the need for a better utilisation of existing 
instruments in the energy sector so as to ensure overall coherence. It indicated that it is not · 
asking for new powers but that in its view either a consolidation of existing legal bases in the· 
Treaties in a single chapter or an Energy Chapter in the Treaty could be ways of achieving 
this end. - -

7. In the past, Community energy policy initiatives set sectoral objectives for the Community. 
Such objectives quite correctly reflected the concerns of the period, in particular over- · 
dependence on one · fu~l source and it became clear that such objectives were of limited 
usefulness as they were soon overtaken by events. Moreover, such objectives while they 
fostered increasing cooperation at Community level based on a growing interdependence, 
were not fashioned to respond to the increasing economic integration of ~e Member States 

- and the need for, in many instances, a Community response to energy issues that were 
constantly evolving. 

Prooosed Action 

8. A key element of this proposal is the establishment of a list of agreed Community energy 
objectives. On the basis of past experience, it would be inappropriate -to establish rigid 
sectoral energy objectives; the focus should be more on the energy cooperation policy 
process. The aim is not to put national energy policies into a Community straightjacket but 
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rather to ensure that· national energy policies and measures an~_ consistent- with agreed 
Community energy objectives. The energy sectors of the Member States will continue to 
reflect resOurce endowment, policy choices and· social and economic conditions·, indeed this 
diversity Can be seen as a strength but it must be consistent with intern(!l market obligations, 
environmental goals etc. that are defined In common at Community leveL 

9. A list of energy objectives based on the White Paper "An Energy. Policy for the European 
Union" is set out in the draft decision e~tablishing a Community.energy policy framework. 
This list of objectives sets out broad 'general policy gt,~idelines covering, inter: alia, 
competitiveness, environmental protection, security of supply, external energy relations and 

. the promotion of energy efficiency and reriewables which have been periodically endorsed by . 
the Member States, and most recently in the Council Resolution orithe White Paper at. the 
May 7 Energy Council. · Mention is aJ.so made. of the major Community instruments that can ·· 
contribute to the- achievement of these objectives. - · 

10. Quantitative targets were considered for'energy efficiency and renewables buUn spite oftheir 
attractiveness there were sound reasons for not adopting such firm objectives. As regards 
energy efficiency this represents one'of the most cost effective and environmentally benign 
en~rgy "resources" available. In the 1970's and 1980's the Community benefited from major 
energy savings, particularly in the industrial sector, where following the oil shocks structural 

· changes and rising fuel prices prompted industries to develop and implement more efficient 
process techniques~ However, it is difficult to establish a precise policy indicator which: 
encapsulates efficiency gains in a single figure for the Community. Traditional measures of . 
energy efficiency, energy intensity indica~ors, can VC\fY considerably due to shifts in cycliCal 
economic activity and, it is also difficult to identify efficiency gains. resulting from public· 
policy changes (fiscal, _regulatory, incentive) from those resulting from advancing technology 
and capital stock replacement particular! y in the power generation sector: Energy efficiency 
gains also vary substantially across sectors. For- these reasons it was thought best nqt to set 
a precise quantitative .target for energy efficiency. The focus of policy· should be on how to 
achieve regular and cost effective efficiency 'improvements and' this message is reflected in 

· the objective on energy efficiency. · · 

11. . Particular attention -has been given to the objective of new and renewable energies. lt is · 
r~gnised that these innovative energy sources need a kickstart through public sector support 
in order to gain market acceptance and their commercialisation so that subsequently they can 
~enhance the Community's competitiveness, create' jobs, reduce reliance on external energy 
sources and improve the environment. The analysis presented by "European Energy in 2020: · 
A Sceriapo Approach" shows that in the 'EU the use ofrenewables is currently quite low -
+1-5% of primary energy production in' the EU - compared to other parts of the world.· 
TJtere is therefore scope for increa~ing this share. - Although in the mediUill. term the 
challenge will be to. reaiise the potenti31 of renewables in the face of very attractive fossil fuel 
costs. The Madiicr declaration ·on·. the promotion. of renewable· energ.ies indicated that a _ 
renewables could account for )5% of primary energy production by the year. 2010 provided 
appropriate policies are pursued arid so could provide a useful benchmark. In this context, -
it seems. worthwhile establishing an ambitious global Community objective- for renewables 
which could be inspired by this declaration. 
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12. In order to achieve the agreed energy objectives the Commission will monitor how 
Community energy actions have contributed to supporting measures taken in Member States 
and how this contributes to achieving agreed objectives. This would be done on the basis of 
Commission reports which wo\lld exa~ine to what extent riational energy policies and 
Community policies are consistent with each other. The reports would be submitted to the 
Council and provide ·the basis for an in-depth examination of energy developments in the 
Union at Ministerial lev~l. In order· to assist the Commission in this 'task a Committee 
consisting of Member States_ representatives will be established. In such a framework of· 
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policy cooperation, Community and national energy measures can be given the necessary 
transparency so that Member States energy choices can be reconciled. 

· The establishment of an energy cooperation framework around agreed energy objectives will 
facilitate the implementation of certain Community energy policy actions. The. Commission 
will seek to ensure that·the Community's energy measures are compatible with these agreed 

. objectives and in support of measures taken in Member States. Member States will be able 
to ensure that the energy choices they have made and the priorities they have established in 
their own ·energy sectors _are compatible with the agreed Community object!ves. 

This framework will provide for continuing work in the energy field which currently 
underpins discussions and evaluation of energy policy development in the Member States and 
the Community. The Council Resolutions on the White and Green Papers regarding the 
developmenLof Community methods of analysis point to the need fof taking.a long-term 
cooperative approach with Member States, industry and research centres in order to promote 
exchanges of information_ and experience, to identify issues of Community concern and to 
transfer best analytical practice.· This shared approach to agreeing on the different elements 
will foster the development of partn~rship-based relations between the Commission, the 
Member States and the other players in the energy sector and result in a work programme 
which is relevant to the wider energy community. The initiative will contribute to the 
development of coherent energy analysis procedures, which in tum will help to highlight the 
key issues in relation to the three pillars of energy policy namely, competitiveness, 
environment and security of supply. 

Conclusions 

15. In conclusion, the Commission believes that this cooperative framework on energy matters 
can be a valuable tool in achieving agreed policy goals and ensuring coherence between the _ 
various policies pursued by the Member States and_ the Community. As well as providing a 

· key instrument fQr consultation and cooperation on energy matters between the Commission 
and the Member States this process will be the 'vehicle for the Commission to support actions 
taken in Member States. A timely implementation of the attached proposal for establishing 
this framework is necessary in order to ensure-that the necessary transparency of Community 
energy actions, mapped out in the Indicative Work Programme, annexed -to the White Paper 
"An Energy Policy for the European Union", as well as national ones are achieved. 
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.. · . , '··Proposal for. a 

CQUNCIL DECISION 

_ Concerning 

. ~ :. , . .._• . ' ~ 

the Organisation of Cooperation Around Agreed Community Energy Objectives 

THE COUNCIL .OF THE EUROPEAN UNION •. 

Having regard to the Treaties, and in Particular Article l30(J) of the Treaty establishi~g the 
· European Community, · ·- · · 

Having regard to .the proposal f~om the .Commission, <•> 

Having regard to the· opinion .of the European Parliament, (2) 

Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Cominittee, <3> 
• ~ ' < 

Whereas, ;at the Energy Council of ?May 1996,the Council, in· its Resolution o_n the White 
Paper·"An Energy Policy for the European Union", invi~ the Commission to put in place 

. a process of co-operation between the Community and the Member States in order to ensure 
that Community and national energy policies are· compatible with agreed common energy 
~bjectives; · · · . ' . 

Whereas~ this process needs to be placed in the context of a shared analysis of the energy 
situation and of. future. trends through cooperation at the Community ·level betweeri Member 
States on energy studies; ·· 

Whereas the promotion of the internal energy market being a priority task for the Community 
and the Member States, itis important for the internal energy market that energy trends and 
issues be analyzed .~t the Community leyel, through cooperatioti with the energy sector and 
by· mobilising all the. local, regional, national and Community elements concerned; 

Whereas, this process of cooperation, with due r~gard to the principle of subsidiarity, must 
ensure a maximum of coherence and convergence in reiation to agreed energy objectiv~s if 
the Community's economic and environmental policy goals are to be achieved; 

Whereas, the Community has a wide range Of competencies in the energy sector under the · 
existing Treaties but there· is still n.o comprehensive energy policy framework;· 

Whereas, the RTD Framework Programmes based on the EC Treaty and the Euratom Treaty 
ensure the deve!opmerit of new energy technologies related to the non-nuclear and nuclear 
energy; 

(1). 
OJN" C ... 

<2> OJ N" C ... 

· · ·<3> OJ N'· c~·· · 
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Whereas, without prejudice to the ~xisting re~ponsibilities of Member .States as regards their 
own energy sectors, the White Paper propose_s a new approach to energy policy cooperation 
around agreed energy policy objectives and. a new approach to monitoring eriergy ·trends, --in 
cooperation with the Memper States, which would add value by pinpointing and encouraging ·· 
best practices, by promoting a cooperative approach to en~rgy studies and analysis_ ~d by 
exchanging relevant experience; ' ; · · · · · - · · · · ' · · · ' · · • ; 

Whereas, a firm commitment 'to Community energy obiectives by Mem:b~r · S~tes 'ifequires · . 
effective cooperation at Community level to ensure that both national and Community eriergy 
policies contribute to their attainment; · 

Whereas, in the framework of this. cooperation, the Commission needs to have regular_and : ·· -~: :· · ·- · 
appropriate informaP,on from Member States so that it can establish .periodic reports on the. - . . ·· ··· · 
extent to whiGh Member States' enel,'gy _policies and Community .actions contribute to· -
Community energy objectives; ~ · 

Whereas these periodic rei>orts that· evaluate :-energy .developments jn a global- manner -will · 
. provide the- basis for an examination of energy. developments in .the Council and .for ~the . · . .. . 
- Commission to make appropriate new legislative proposals_; · 

Whereas, in order•to.·take account of:the cha11ging energy ·situation;the Commuriity, on.·the .. · . ,, :: . · ·, ·< 

· basis oLa Commission pr<~posal,_ -needs to .. ·examine periodi~y;- and where necessary· to' · · ...... , . 
. update the agreed common ·objectiv~; · · · , · _.- ., ·• 

t.:··--

·. ~ .. l .. 
. ... 
,... '"· 

. ·~,Has :deciaed :as follows: 

·ArtiCle .:1 . 

. A framework for eneJ;"gy' coqperation :•between the Commuriity..;and the JMember States--is.-· ·:: .;.: :-s.-. ·· 
. :. ·_hereby estatilisbed around ·agreed ·community· en~gy .objectives .which are ·.set out :in annex,; -··. . . ., . .. ..... 

· and which, while constituting .speeific ·measures :in s~pportof actions .taken in ·the~Member-·.- -. -- · ·· .. -··· 
States, will •notably -contribute to: _ ... 

. achieving .a high level ,C)f competitiveness in the :Commurii~y; .·. · .. -: ·- -· · . ..._ c- . 

;increasing ·security of s~pp~y; . . 
,protecti11g the ·environment, 
'Promoting :the .rational ana effiCient use of energy resources" and :new. and renewable -- -. 
·ene-rgy; 
promoting :intema:tiomll en~r:gy cooperation .and 1ibenilisation; · .. : . - . 
ensuring -transparency :O'f:natiomil·and ·Community :eriergy 1policy actions_;. ., --, 
developi11g -an .analysis and monitori~g of the energy .maiket. . . ... 
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·Article 2 
. . . . 

· L In order to achieve the agreed energy objectives described in Article 1, the Commission will 
ensure the following: . · · 

1. 

.2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

the monitoring of the impact of agreed common energy objectives of energy poiicy 
developments in Member. §tates and of the evolution of the global energy situation in 
view of a possible adaptation of the . comnio~ energy. objectives set out in anneX; 
the· scrutiny. of-Community and national action·s in the energy field and tJle exchange of 
best practices; - · . . 
the' inQnitoring, evaluation and exchange of energy related information on all aspects of . 
energy activity; · . . 

·the d~velopment of cooperation and Hnkages in the energy. field;· . , 
the encouragemen~ ofthe' broad dissemination of the results obtained from· the measures 
in 3 and 4. 

- . . . 

2. The Commission will examine the necessity of specific Community actions in support of· . 
measures taken in the Member States; · · 

Article 3 
' ~ '. 

L . The Comm.ission shall be informed annually oftl)e meaSures taken by-Member S~tes for. 
·. . · achieving. the agreed common· energy objectives referred. to in the annex and ·on any other 

·.·'measure relevant to these objectives. · · .· 

· 2. ·. The · Commission will prepare on the basis . of the information obtained, where 
appropriate, a report in the form of a Commu.nication, on the compatibility of energy . 
policies in.the Member States and Community actions in the energy. field with the agreed ·. 
common energy objectives. This report shall be forwarded to the European Parliament,: 
the Council, the Economic and Social Committee arid the .Committee of the Regions; 

Article 4 . 

This Deeision shall enter into force on .... ; 

·ArticleS 

. This Decision shall be published in the Official !oumal of the Euro~ Communities. : 

Done at Brussels, . / 
For the Council, 
The President 
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Annex. 

AGREED COMMON ENERGYORJECTIVES· 
. . . ~. 

. ~ . ~· 
• I 

Energy- policy at the Community .level should contribute to the achievement of the various 
energy objectives set out in th~ Treaties. notably, market integration, sustainable ~evelopment, 
environmental protection and security. of. supply. 

The integration of the Community energy market, based on the principle . of open. and 
competitive markets, is essential for achieving flexibility, efficiency and long-term security 
in the energy sector. Integration should tak:e into account the diverse energy mix of: the 
Member States, both fossil and· non-:-fossil~ and enhance economic and social cohesion 
particularly through the development of trans-European networks .. 

Transparent and undistorted energy prices with the aim of ensuring that markets for-all fuels 
in the Community work efficiently arid- are fUlly competitive.. . · 

In· order to achieve the Treaty objective of. sustainable development, energy ·and 
environmental. objectives need to be integrated. Wherever possible the full cost of energy 

· production and· consumption should. be reflected in the price~ Economic non-fossil fuels such· . 
. as renewables and nuclear incorporating the highest safety standards, can make. an important · 
contribution to this goal. · · 

5. The strengthening of security of supply through improved diversification and flexibility of 
domestic and imported supplies, by developing environmentally sound indigenous en¢rgy 
resources and by ensuring energy have the ability to respond quickly and flexibly to supply . 
emergencies, notably with respect to oil and' gas. · 

6. A coordinated approach to external energy relations in order to ensure free and open trade ,., , 
and a secure framework for energy investments. Co-operation with' non-member countries 
should be· develOped to enhance energy security, to· achieve environmental goals and to 
stimulate the development and dissemination of appropriate energy technologies to' third- . 
countries .. 

7. . The promotion of renewable energy resources through supportive· measures at both 
Community and national: level with the aim of achieving for this fuel- a. signiffcant-share of 

-primary ene~gy production in the Community by 20·10. 

8. A .significant improvement in energy· efficiency in the Community by the year-2010' through .. · 
an improvedf coordination.ofboth: national' and Community measures~. . .... · · · · 

***********************' 

·-

.... 

. ~ . : ..... 



In order to contribute to the achievement of the above-objectives the Comm.unity will use the 
large range of instruments in the energy, sector that are available to it, notably 

research · and development and the disseminatipn of new and improved energy . 
. technologies, · .. 
harmonising the fiscal structure on energy products to 'avoid distortions, 
applying the competition rules of the Treaties with a maximum of transparency and 
Consistency·, · · · 
standardisation in. the energy sec~or, 
. monitoring ~of the internal market, 

. instruments for cooperation arid assistance with. third countries,. 
development .of cost-effective instruments for limiting the negative environmental side 
effectsofthe production, transport and u_se of energy: · · 

_, .. 

·.· .. 
. :. . . . ~ ·. 
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